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AmericanSoldiers:Foesor PotentialAllies?
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The deployment of Cruise missiles in Britain and Europe is the major target of the anti-nuclear
peace movement. Accompanying the missiles will be hundreds of American soldiers whose job

it will be to protect, service and of course set in motion these awesome instruments of destruction.

Zoltan Grossman. an activist in the American peace movement, outlines traditions of revolt
within the American military and offers the European peace movement an approach to political

campaigning among the US Armed Forces.
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Ever since the end of World War II, the European
attitude toward stationed US military personnel
has been ambivalent at best. Now, with the ever-
increasing prospects of war in the Third World and
a Third World War, that attitude has turned to
hostmty. Much of the world no longer accepts the
idea of being a battlefield or staging ground for the
Pentagon, and is letting Americans in the military
know it. What people may not know is that US
Armed Forces personnel have often shared that
opinion and acted on it.

As early as 1945, soldiers and sailors were de-
manding a postwar military demobilization and
tickets home. Starting in Manila, they formed a
huge and successful movement that may have
prevented a US war against China later in the
decade. During the Indochina War, the military
ranks carried out mass resistance on bases and
ships in Southeast Asia, the Pacific, US and Europe.
Today, there is evidence that the movements
against nuclear weapons and Third World inter-
ventions are making an impact within the US
Armed Forces both at home and in Europe. To
understand this history, and where it might lead,
one must see how resistance within the military
varies strongly according to rank, class and race.
With that understanding, European movements
may see the potential role of US military person-
nel against the policies of the Pentagon.

THE LEGACY OF VIETNAM
Resistance within the US military was instrumental
in ending the Vietnam War by making the ranks
'politically unreliable'. This is well documented in
the book Soldiers in Revolt by David Cortright.
Servicemen and women were heavily influenced by
the antiwar and Black liberation movements back
home, as well as by personal contact with Indo-
chinese civilians. Personnel in all service branches
carried out explicitly political actions, signing anti-
war petitions, wearing buttons and patches, dis-
obeying orders, avoiding battles, passing information
to the antiwar movement and carrying out strikes,
sit-ins, rebellions as well as physical action against
equipment and officers. The breakdown in dis-
cipline was evidenced by high levels of political
organ ising, racial conflict, conscientious objection,
drug use, desertion and being absent without leave
(AWOL).

At one time in 1972, three aircraft carriers on
war duty were simultaneously out of commission,
one by a Black uprising on board and two by
internal sabotage. After the war, GI publications
continued in Europe, though the GI organisations
declined. Nevertheless, the potential does exist for
similar resistance among US personnel to the new
military buildup.

US Military resistance was not simply sparked b'y
the period of the Vietnam War and military draft.
Disobedience was greatest not among draftees, but
among enlistees, who have a more working-class
background and expect more out of the service.
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In West German bases, Vietnam was an issue
secondary to racism and living conditions, but
nevertheless resistance was stronger than in the
US. The aversion of GIs to being cannon fodder in
the Third World continued after the Paris Truce
throug!1the 1973 Middle EastWarand the current
Central American War. Antiwar activist, Michael
Klare, insists that the Gis he's talked with ". . . are
more radical against Third World intervention than
any white college students." That radicalism may
be one reason' why the Pentagon has turned in-
creasingly toward more capital-intensive, high-
technology weapons systems which only elite units
can operate. The unreliability of soldiers of colour
is one reason for the reintroduction of draft reg-
istration. Washington cannot help South Africa
with Black troops; and Spanish-speaking and
Native American troops may be a worry in Cen-
tral America. A draft would bring in more white,
middle-class and reliable fighters, even more so
since it is precisely the "disenfranchised" youth
who have the highest rate of non-compliance with
draft registration.

RACISMAND THE ECONOMICDRAFT
Questions of racism have become integral in the
fight against the US military buildup. The funds
for the buildup have come largely out of cuts in
funding for Third World communities in the US;
youth unemployment already runs over 40-60 per
cent in the ghettoes, barrios and reservations. The
shattered communities have thus provided far more
than their share of cannon fodder for the military.
Blacks alone make up 30 per cent of all US per-
sonnel; the figure is much higher when one looks
at the lower ranks, those in combat positions,
military prisoners and Army personnel. Blacks and
Latinos were put in the front lines in Vietnam,
and ended up with most of the casualties. Com-
.nanding officers give blacks dishonourable dis-
charges at a rate four times higher than whites; and
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only 6.2 per cent of the officer corps is black. The
prevelance of racism has been the major triggering
point for political defiance in the military. Most of
the rebellions during Vietnam were led by blacks,
but some were later joined by whites and Puerto
Ricans, and took on a more explicitly antiwar
character (sometimes openly revolutionary). After
a 1970 incident in Nelligen, West Germany, a
black GI said, "there is no racial problem among
(lower-ranking Gis). . . That's one thing our dem-
onstration proved." However, clashes with white
personnel have become common. Recently, when
five black sailors were attacked by Ku Klux Klan
sailors on a Navy ship, they sued their superior
officers (the KKK is also on European bases).
Recently, the Supreme Court ruled on the case,
saying that superior officers cannot be brought to
court. This is in contrast to the non-judicial punish-
ment that an officer can legally inflict on personnel.
Europeans have also directed racism against Gis, in
bars, stores, housing, etc., and the West German
government has asked Washington to limit the
number of stationed black Gis. Racism plays a role
in the 'economic draft', and continues after the
youth from Third World communities have been
drawn into the military.

It is clear that most of the 'minority' and white
working-class Americans who join the military do
so simply because they cannot find any other job
back home. But it is difficult to acquire job skills
within the military. Only 12 per cent of veterans
surveyed say their training helped them in finding
a civilian job. Shooting an M-16 or laying land
mines does not gain employment; and for socially-
useful occupations it is impossible to compete
against millions of civilians and other ex-personnel.
Economic conditions for US troops in Europe are
atrocious. Many are on food stamps and cannot
afford European prices, with their low wages. The
disparity between the recruiter's promises and the
harsh reality of military life has driven many en-
listees to alcohol and drugs. Military enlistees are
simply 'workers in uniform', and outreach to them
can be done in a similar way to workers in war-
related industries, on the basis of mutual support.
People shou Id not be forced to choose between
unemployment and being a member of the Armed
Forces.

MILITARY RESISTANCE IN THE '80s
What is the potential for action within the US
military against nuclear war? Even in the early-
1970's, there were incidents of sabotage against
nuclear-related equipment in Karlsruhe and Neu-
Ulm (where seven rocket-launcher platforms were
fire-bombed in 1973). In the period 1975-78, over
15,000 US personnel were removed from access to
nuclear weaponry, many because of 'hesitations' or
'imbalances' acquired on the job. Recently, one
Dutch soldier simply refused to guard US nuclear
weaponry, and was arrested. Some West German
and Japanese groups report that they have received
vital nuclear information from within the US

Armed Forces. The more technical the military job,
the more likely that the person holding that job
will feel a loyalty to the military. This is especially
true with the more elite Air Force, though even
Air Force personnel were defiant during Vietnam.
The potential for resistance is highest among those
in the nuclear service areas, those lower-ranking
personnel who repair, maintain, transport and guard
the delivery systems.

The threat of Third World intervention or bio-
chemical war perhaps stirs more resentment
among the ranks than the more abstract, removed
nuclear threat. Recruits are often horrified by the
chemical drills they are forced to endure (today
many veterans are dying from exposure they had
to defoliants in Indochina). And recently, the US
Navy has expressed concern about its ships being
spread too thin between Nicaragua, EI Salvador,
Lebanon, Libya and Iran, since the morale of sai-
lors is low when leaves are cancelled.

Some officials also have very serious concerns
about the 'morale' of women in the Armed Forces.
Since economically-related enlistments have gone
up, the military has restricted jobs to women
which were previously open. This has made it
nearly impossible to acquire a useful skill. Subject
to discrimination and sexual harassment, women
are quickly losing their perceptions of the military
as a 'liberating' occupation. With women making
up eight per cent of the Armed Forces, the Penta-
gon is worried.

In many antiwar actions in the US and Europe,
peace activists have been surprised by the openness
of lower-enlisted military personnel, particularly
blacks and women. During an attempt to stop the
M-X missile test in California, woman soldiers
flashed anti-nuclear buttons and whispered support
during arrests. Two soldiers participated in the
blockade, and one Air Force guard actually dropped
his baton and joined a picket. One disarmament
activist commented on the soldiers:

"Their commanding officer and the base
psychologist had prepared them for 1960s-type-
dirty-hippies that were unemployed and spent
all their time travelling the country going from
demo to demo. . . Anyway.our good inter-
action with the militarycamefromour respect
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for their position in the service, and their
curiousity as to what we were all about. Part of
our week-long adventure was to try to politicise
people we came into contact with. And I think
that was one of our major successes.

At another California blockade, this one block-
ing an arms shipment to EI Salvador, two women
Army privates (who had been taking Spanish for
Latin American intelligence purposes) cut off their
insignia and joined the blockaders. Their action
echoed those of another private who participated
in uniform in a Colorado anti-nuclear rally, six
sailors who attended a Central America rally near
Chicago, and two Air Force junior officers who
marched in the huge New York rally in 1982. A
few personnel have gone AWOL for political rea-
sons; one Navy woman spent weeks in solitary con-
finement wearing only a blanket after going AWOL.
Most military resisters face harassment or court
martial, but some cases have been dismissed due to
the Command's fear of publicity for them. Some-
times politically-active personnel get granted con-
scientious objector status simply as an effort to
get rid of them.

The deployment of first-strike weapons systems
in Europe brings with it a new potential for resist-
ance, because the actions at bases put pressure on
personnel to choose sides. At Seneca Army Depot
in New York, home of the Pershing II and Neutron
Bomb, women's peace actions have raised interest
even among the Military Police. At one action,
some black MP guards requested songsheets, and
others have discussed the issues with the women.
One MP officer summed up the contradictions
within the troops when he told the women: "My
men are scared and confused. They want to come
down and kill all of you. But they also want to
come down and join all of you".

On the other side of the Atlantic, US personnel
and family members have been punished for 'fra-
ternization' with Briti.sh peace protestors, giving
illicit encouragement with whispers, gestures and
discussions. Officers fear a repeat of the early
1970's, when a peace group was formed with chap-
ters on all the US Air Force Bases in England (with
the assistance of British activists). Now the Ameri-
cans have been forbidden to even make eye contact
with protesters, and an internal propaganda cam-
paign has been started against them. Yet at one
base, a black serviceman expressed gratitude to a
group of peace campers who picked him up on a
road when his own white compatriots would not
stop. In Scotland, serious nuclear safety problems
at a submarine base have prompted some US sailors
to start wearing peace badges.

On the continent, language barriers compound
cultural, economic and political differences be-
tween activists and personnel. US personnel are
even more isolated in their barracks, and the
movements are even more likely to view them only
as mmdless representatives of the Pentagon. Many
NATO troops have marched in peace protests, and
one US Army soldier participated in a march at the

Pershing base in Heilbronn, despite a ban on
overseas political activity. Relations between the
West German movement and the GIs are strained,
however. The Gis have a rowdy or violent repu-
tation in the towns. The racism directed toward
black GIs in Germany has enhanced their distrust
toward Germans (as towards other Europeans) in-
side or outside of the peace movement.

As the missile stationing draws closer, the politi-
cal reliability of US and other NATO troops will
become increasingly strategic to the Pentagon.
Many troops may be put on security duty against
protests at the missile depots, ports and airports.
Elite US security squads, backing up European
police and troops (such as those at Ramstein and
Greenham Common) have been given 'shoot-to-kill'
orders should protestors cross into high-restricted
zones. The security apparatus is using the threat
of 'nuclear terrorism' as a pretext for this move.
It is impossible to tell at this point whether it
will involve lower-ranking regular troops in a role
other than inside the bases. One US newsreporter
ominously wrote, "What happens if a protest gets
completely out of control and American soldiers
find themselves under attack". Western Europe
may witness the first use of US troops against its
citizens in the postwar era.

It is in this context that resistance within the US
Armed Forces can be heightened. Troops are told
they are stationed to 'protect Western Europe', and
now they are being told that Western Europeans
are the 'enemy', who they may be told to fire upon.
Troops refused to be deployed against protesters
several times in the Vietnam era, and some let the
protesters know what was happening. Certainly,
this type of resistance today isonly in an embryonic
form, but it is still greater than in the first years
after the US invasion of Vietnam. Resistance may
grow out of issues seemingly unrelated to militar-
ism: racism, sexism, officer abuses, military law,
and economic and safety conditions. It is up to
Europeans to build up trust between the movement
and US military personnel. Anti-imperialism or
anti-Americanism is fine, if it takes into account
class differences within the American social struc-
ture. The system is the issue, not the people.
Military personnel can be understood as the first
victims of militarism. It may seem like a contradic-
tion, but one way to oppose US militarism is to
maintain mutual support and respect with people
in the US Armed Forces. This is no less true in the
US of the 1980's than in Russia in 1917, South
Vietnam in 1975 or Iran in 1978.

BUILDING TRUST
How can Europeans build trust between the peace
movement and US Armed Forces personnel? There
have been many attempts at outreach which have
failed, partially because they were based on the
premise of asking one-way support of the move-
ment. Two-way, mutual support is very compli-
cated and delicate, but it is necessary to any
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strategy.
Write leaflets to the Americans; try to speak with
them in pubs or MacDonalds. Give them materials
or tapes in simple English, explaining why Euro-
peans are so angry at the missiles and US militar-
ism (they are allowed to take one piece of litera-
ture). Whenever possible, have sympathetic US
civilians write and talk to the personnel, especially
veterans. They are much more open to someone
who knows American language and culture. In
your protests, confront senior officers and military
equipment, not regular troops or guards. Think of
how troops perceive you and life in Europe.

Make clear to local people that you don't con-
sider the US personnel to be the enemy. Confront
US officers, European troops, local people and
peace activists who unnecessarily hassle lower-
ranking Americans. Do publicity if conditions on
the base are bad; channel service people's comp-
laints to the media. Keep their identities strictly
confidential - otherwise they may be imprisoned.
Remember: the personnel will be torn between
fighting you and joining you. They may take
action if they know they will receive outside help.

Once contacts are made, show your sincerity in
action. During Vietnam, this meant setting up
coffee houses and bookshops, church sanctuaries
for resisting soldiers, and help in publishing sol-
diers' newspapers. It also means organising demon-
strations and legal help for victims of military
injustice, racism, sexism and heterosexism; concerns
of personnel on the base could be incorporated
into your demands. One possibility is a boycott of
local establishments which discriminate against
blacks.

All aspects of militarism and military life affect
people in the Armed Forces, so they should be
interconnected in outreach. Nuclear, conventional,
biochemical and electronic weaponry affect
soldiers more than anyone, both on the battle-
field and in accidents. EI Salvador and the Persh-
ings are part of the same military machine, even if

peace activists work separately. This is especially
true as Europe is the staging ground for US opera-
tions in Africa and the Mideast, where convention-
al and nuclear war is most likely to break out.
Incorporate this in your leaflets and discussions.

Do not underestimate either the potential or
complexity of anti-authoritarian and anti-mili-
tarist consciousness within the Armed Forces. A
soldier's loyalty to the Army may be strong even
if s/he doesn't want to go to war; a GI may hate
the Army with a passion while favouring militar-
ism and racism. Similarly, a black GI can very
easily be pro-militarist. The movement and the
ranks do have one vital thing in common - they
are both against the officers and generals who
make decisions over the lives of people all over the
world. The goal is to widen the fissures within the
US Armed Forces. This is not an easy task, and
many Americans may respond with confrontation
and rudeness not suited to refined tastes. Having
seen the brutal realities of the military, the soldiers
are not going to be moved by visions of a harmoni-
ous transition to a world of doves and smiling suns.
They want action with results, and to gain a sense
of their own power. The impact of ten conscious
soldiers may be greater than that of 10,000 civil-
ians. With the missile stationing and war in the
Third World looming, the importance of winning
over some of the US Armed Forces personnel
has never been greater.

For more information: Wager 306 N. Brooks St, Box 318
Madison WI 53715 USA
Black Veterans for Social Justice 1119 Fulton St. Brooklyn,
NY 11238 USA
Vietnam Veterans Against War PO Box 25592 Chicago IL
60625 USA
Black Vanguard Resource Centre Box 6289 Norfolk VA
23508 USA
NLG Military Law Task Force 1168 Union, Suite 400 San
Diego, CA 93101 USA
Quaker House 223 Hillside Ave. Fayetteville NC 28301
USA
Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors (CCCO)
1251 2nd Ave. San Francisco CA 94122 USA.
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during '73. The Bridge newspaper is
published by 'The American Group'
during 1972-74.
Darmstadt - 18 July '71 - Blacks and
whites clash in the 73rd Signal Batal-
lion mess hall. Though the Army admits
that whites attacked first, two black Gis
are arrested, sparking a demonstration.
53 are arrested, 29 put on trial but are
released because of publicity.
England - '70 - British activists hold a
reception for US airmen, leading to the
formation of People Emerging Against
Corrupt Establishment (PEACE), with
local reps and chapters on all eight USAF
bases.
31 May '71- 300 Airmen with their
families present an antiwar petition to
the US Embassy.
1 August '71 - Second protest against
ban on overseas assembly. In '13, air-
men publish Stars and Stripes; in '14
they publish Separated From Lifeat
RAF/USAF Alconbury.
Frankfurt - Soldiers of the 97th
General Hospital publish Venceremos
during '69-'10. Black Panther Gis pub-
lish Voiceof theLumpen in '70-'71.
German and US civilians start the We've
Got the BrASS newspaper and the First
Amendment coffee house.
28 Oct. '72 - Major GI antiwar demon-
stration.
Fulda - Sept. '71 - 200 soldiers pro-
test poor living conditions, 56 are court.
martialled.

~ - The Giessen Eagle is published

-

US Military
Resistance
in Europe

This is a partial listing of the incidents
of rebellion among US military person.
nel in Europe in the period 1966-75.
It does not include resistance on board
ships docked in European ports. Nor
does it include the countless incidents
of insubordination, racial conflict, drug
use, work stoppage, absence without
leave, conscientious objection and politi.
cal defiance. The information is from
the book Soldiers in Revolt, by D.
Cortright.

Aschaffenburg - 9 Oct. '70 - 100 black
and white Gis threaten strike in the 3rd
Medical Batallion over harassment and
living conditions. Black Panther group
active in barracks; German activists help
in newspaper distribution.
Augsburg- Oct. '69 - Over 100 Gis
attend films and meetings against the
war.
Nov. '71 - 80 blacks of the 1st Infan-
try Division sit in at the Brigadier
General's HO, threatening strike action.
The sit-in prompts em investigation of

on.base and off-base discrimination.
Bad Hersfeld - Sept. '70 - White, black
and Puerto Rican soldiers protest harass-
ment and discrimination, 50 go on strike.
Bad Kreuznach - TheRoadnewspaper
published during '11. Fire does exten-
sive damage in '73.
Baumholder - American Servicemen's
Union (ASU) publishes Gig Sheet and
Dig It. Hundreds of thousands dollars
damage in fire in '73.
Berlin - 20 August '70 - Fight between
white NCO and black GI sparks a clash
at McNair Barracks. In '70 - '71, Gis

publish Can You Bear McNair. Forward,

Up Against the Wall and Where It's At

newspapers also published by Gis with
help from German activists. 22 January
'73 - GI demonstration against Army
crackdown on troops.
Bitburg AFB - Sept. '73 - Council for
Rights and Equality founded by blacks
who publish Write Onnewspaper. Heavy
damage caused by fires.
Butzbach - 10 Feb. '73 - Fifty sol-
diers, civilians and attorneys form
Committee for GI Rights, in response to
Army crackdown on dissent and drug
use. One year later, judge rules in favor
of GI lawsuit against Army repression.
The Committee publishes The Truth

- ...
Women blocking the airbase's main entrance at
man. PhotO: Camera Press
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Cover of War Resisters International leaflet



during '70.'
Grafenwoh- - Sept. '69 - Over 100 Gis
hold meetings on Vietnam War and mili-
tary injustice.
Hanau - Speak Out Newspaper pub-
lished by Gis during '69.
Heidelberg - 4 July '70 - Over 1000
Gis, mostly black, attend conference
at the University, issuing demands for a
US withdrawal from SE Asia and Africa,
and an end to racism and injustice in the
Army. White GIs form Soldiers for
Democratic Action and publish Call Up.
Lawyers Military Defense Committee
formed in '73. Numerous other pub.
lications circulated: RITA Notes, Act,
Graffitti, About Face, Fightback, Seize
the Time and The Next Step.
Hohenfels- 21 May '70 - Blacksof
the 1st Batallion/26th Infantry rebel
after base commander ignores their
grievances.
Kaiserslautern- May '69 - Fifty
soldiers pass out antiwar leaflets across
from Daenner Barracks. The Ash news-
paper published. Soldiers of the 440th
Signal Batallion publish the Proper-
gander in '70-'71.
Karlsruhe - Black Dissent Group active
in Smiley Barracks; Black Tribunal for
Awareness and We are Somebody Too
are both published in '71. Black and
white Gis raid the 78th Engineers Batal-
lion commander's office, exec offices,
and 23 trucks of the Atomic Demoli-
tion Maintenance Section. Using Molotov
cocktails and pickaxes, they thus delay
scheduled field exercises. Two major
arson incidents occur in '72.
Kirch Goens - 22 Dec. '70 - Troops of
th~ 36th Infantry at Ayers Barracks, fed
up with harassment and poor living con-

ditions, go on a rampageagainst officers'
club and HO, setting off artillery
simulators.
Mannheim - Unsatisfied black soldiers
(UBS) group active here and in Heidel-
berg - in Patton, Coleman, Mannheim
and Turley Barracks. UBS publishes
About Face and issued Call for Justice
in '70.
13 March 70 - Hundreds of stockade
inmates, mostly black, revolt after the
beating death of a prisoner. They fight
MPsand German police, who have dogs
and fire hoses.
6 Oct. '70 - Stockade prisoners refuse
to move from morning work formation,
leading to improvements in conditions.
Nellingen- July-Aug.'70 - CivilWar
within the 903rd HEM Company after
new commander institutes severe discip-
linary measures. In the 71st Mainten-
ance Batallion, even suspected drug
users have all their rights taken away
and belongings confiscated. Black and
white G Is in different units fight back
with firebombings, bomb threats, ffatt-
ening tyres on officers' cars, etc.
21 Sept. '70 - Black and white Gis
threaten to blow up base, prompting
MPs to impose curfew, which is broken
by 100 G Is who hold a three-hour
demonstration.
Neu Ulm - 20 Aug. '70 - After in-
creased racial repression, four 5-ton
trucks are firebombed by personnel of
the 1st Batallion/81st Artillery, causing
$5,000 damage.
1 May '73 - The same nuclear missile
unit reacts against repressive Army
policies - 38 trucks and 7 rocket-
launcher platforms are sabotaged. In
'72 - '73. The Word is published by
soldiers of Wiley Barracks.
Nurembur.9 - Sugar is poured into the

July 1, 1982 picket at San Diego Federal Buildings. Photo: Nita Winter
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tanks of 59 vehicles, including self-
propelled cannons, of the 3rd Batal-
lion/17th Artillery.
.f!!:!!..- France is safe territory for GI
organisations such as RITA - Resisters
in the Army. RITA Notes, Zero, The
Act, and Second Front are all pub-
lished by Gis in Paris.
Schwabach - 16 March '73 - Molotov
cocktails explode in the 1st Squadron/
1st US CavalryHO.
Schwabisch Gmund - The Witness
newspaper publi~hed by Gis in the 4th
Batall ion/41 st Artillery.
Schweinfurt - 29 May '70 - Black re-
bellion flares in the 3rd Infantry Divi-
sion at Ledward Barracks after a Ger-
man merchant refuses to sell to blacks.
Armed MPs face 150 rebels in front of
1st Brigade HO. New Testament pub-
lished in '72-'73.
Stuttgart - Black Action group active
in Panzer Barracks, publishing Exposure.
Black Gis clash with German pulice in
'72.
Wiesbaden - March '71 - 700 troops of
the 77th Artillery at Camp Pieri sign
petition against discrimination, harass-
ment and poor living conditions, with a
pledge not to re-enlist unless improve-
ments are made. Mass G I strike threaten-
ed in post gym gathering. FTA With
Pride becomes successful all-GI paper in
'72 - 73.
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St#i!L11[1stones
A Literary Anthology

Toward Liberation

Call for Manuscripts

Steppingstones, a quarterly journal, wel-
comes manuscripts. Poems Short Stories
Plays Essays and Criticism will be con-
sidered.

The theme of Steppingtones is liberat-
ion, a term to be taken in the broadest
possible context of the word. Any work
that can aid us in the struggle against
political, economic or spiritlJal tyranny
will be presented as authors wish to ex-
plore liberation. The journal offers no
personal bias, but serves to present fine
literature. Steppingstones welcomes and
encourages unsolicited materials from
established and new authors. The cri-
teria for publication is purpose and li-
terary merit.

The Winter issue will be a tribute to
Langston Hughes, and will reflect on the
genius of his work and legacy.

For more information, write to:
Steppingstones. PO Box 1856 New
York NY 10027 US (enclose SAE) or
call (212) 474-5063.
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